
The Hebrew Bible, indeed, the whole of the Bible including the New Testament,
relates abundant history. Every book has a historical context, and nearly every book
relates or refers to historical events and details. Yet Bible readers and scholars
recognize certain books as belonging to a collection of histories. Those twelve
books begin with the book Joshua describing Israel’s conquering the promised land.
The histories continue with the book Judges recording Israel’s early history in that
land under successive leaders. The major history books then come in pairs, 1 and 2
Samuel, 1 and 2 Kings, and 1 and 2 Chronicles, the latter pair recapping history just
covered. The books Ezra and Nehemiah record events of the Israelites’ return after
exile. An earlier book Ruth and a late book Esther provide helpful other glimpses
into Israel’s history, adding significant flourishes to the narrative.

History plays an important role in the Bible. The Bible is not simply a set of
religious principles. Indeed, its gospel message is not a formula, nor a ritual, nor a
contract to fulfill, perhaps not even quite just a message. The Bible is instead the
narrative of all history, describing our relationship with our creator God while
revealing his purpose for us in relationship with him. The Bible must include
history because it is the course of history and judge of history. The history of Israel
is especially significant insofar as God chose to draw humankind out of its fallen
state and back to him through a nation, a chosen people Israel. God might instead
have issued an edict or revealed a magic formula but did not. God’s plan to redeem
humankind through Israel’s Messiah king was the better plan, the way in which he
could love the greatest number of us for our best. A nation Israel needs a history.
The Hebrew Bible gives us that history throughout its different parts but especially
in these twelve history books.

Followers of Christ embrace that history for the reason just given: God brought
Christ out of his people Israel. Jesus knew the Israelites’ history and drew on it
frequently, even constantly, when teaching. One cannot understand the depth and
nuance, or even at times the basic goal, of Jesus’s teaching without knowing the
history to which he refers. Those references can be extraordinarily subtle. Inveterate
Bible readers, those who know the Bible best, can spend the rest of a lifetime
discovering more of them. Christian readers value the Hebrew Bible enormously,
including its histories, without which they would miss so much of God’s movement
among his people and so much of the critical context for the gospel message. Read
the histories often, deeply, and joyously, just as you read the rest of the Bible.


